Location intelligence:
the new layer of enterprise
software protection
Remain competitive by preventing fraudulent
behavior with additional verification
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About this eBook

This eBook will be useful to professionals dealing with network and data security or
working at web development and enterprise software security companies offering
services for reducing the risk of unauthorized access to information technology systems
and IP protection. It is also for executives working at software security companies,
especially those dealing with highly sensitive data in finance and healthcare verticals, as
well as in the public sector. Another sector that would be well served by the information
provided herin are the mobile application and payment security software companies.
The reported rate of economic crime has increased across all regions
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Source: PwC, 2018, Fraud Detection Market - July 2018
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Staying on the safe side

In today’s interconnected world you need to future-proof the integrity and reputation
of your business. Your company’s network remains the Achilles heel of the whole
enterprise because once compromised, your company’s reputation is compromised as
well. If targeted, any network could be breached by a determined hacker from anywhere
in the world, despite it being equipped with the latest security patches and upgrades.
Banks, credit card brands, payment processors, and e-commerce companies regularly
launch new products and services that introduce new, unforeseen risk factors for fraud.

Has your organisation exeperienced any fraud and/or
economic crime within the last 24 months?
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Common types of fraud for enterprise businesses

Mobile payments fraud

Most merchants cite Identity theft as being the
most prevalent in this category. Hackers intercept
sensitive customer data and use it to make online
or card-not-present purchases. Loyalty fraud is also
a problem for merchants. It involves intercepting
loyalty programs on members’ accounts and
transferring of points. Another type of fraud involves
disputing legitimate orders placed by the consumer
and requiring merchants to refund payments.

Credit card fraud

Credit card fraud is becoming more frequent and
hackers are getting more creative in their approach.
Although they still use old school scammer tricks like
phony phone calls and phishing emails, the newer
generations of scammers use increasingly sophisticated
methods. They create password-free Wi-Fi hotspots and
wait for someone to connect and perform an online
purchase, instantly intercepting their login info and
credit card details. They can also obtain credit card
information with a skimmer, which is often undetected
by consumers. A skimmer is a small device that
captures credit card data while the card is being used
at an otherwise legitimate ATM or gas station pump.

Identity fraud at
software enterprises

Excessive frequency of employee access is fast becoming
one of the most prevalent and unmanaged risks to the
protection of critical enterprise data. When coupled with
increasingly sophisticated cyber attacks, the possibility of
a security breach of enterprise networks greatly increases.

Cybercriminals are going to create 3.5 million new, unfilled
cybersecurity jobs by 2021. Compare that with one million openings
in 2016. That’s an increase of 350 percent in just five years.
(Source: GlobalSign, Inc. 10 Jan 2018 “5 Cybersecurity Challenges and Trends: What to Expect in 2018”)
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Staying competitive

Preventing data leaks and fraud is crucial for your business
A single successful attack is all it takes to inflict financial burden on your
enterprise and your customers, irreparably damaging your reputation.
Businesses with an unblemished record of secure online transactions are much
more likely to thrive and prosper in today’s competitive fintech environment,
ensuring the loyalty of existing customers and attracting new ones.
Globally, businesses are investing a remarkable amount of money into hiring security
professionals, maintaining customer privacy and avoiding ransomware attacks. In 2017
alone, all of those protection efforts cost businesses $86.4 billion. (Source: GlobalSign,
Inc. 10 Jan 2018 “5 Cybersecurity Challenges and Trends: What to Expect in 2018”)
The smartphone has become an extension of our body and our brain. We no
longer need to know where we are – we can just consult our phone. In fact, we
no longer need to know anything – we can just look it up on our phone. And we
don’t have to carry money around anymore – we can pay with our phone. Such an
extreme level of convenience, however, doesn’t come without its drawbacks.
The popularity of banking and mobile commerce on smartphones and tablets, as
well as the growth of in-app payments, have made smartphones and tablets a prime
target for fraud. The number of vulnerable devices has increased dramatically. In
the past, a large corporate network might have had between 50,000 and 500,000
devices as its network end points. Currently that number is in the millions of end
points. Unfortunately, many of these are older devices with inadequate security
or no security at all, and some are no longer supported by their maker.
Mobile payments are more vulnerable to fraud than any other payment channel. It’s not
just the funds in our accounts that are at risk, it’s also our sensitive data that is stored in
our payment apps. This is one more reason why we are becoming increasingly reluctant
to share private information with merchants and tech companies. There must be a better
way for us to prove who we are without sharing so much sensitive personal data.
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Future-proof your software and app security
Real-time mobile device detection, two-factor authentication through SMS or Voice
PIN, fingerprint sensors – these days it seems like nothing is 100% bulletproof to
prevent fraud and misbehavior. Location requesting, used by apps and platforms
as a measure of security, is also not without its set of problems. GNSS, although
very useful, has flaws like signal interference and poor reception in urban canyon
environments, not to mention the low quality assistance data and the faulty
antenna design on some devices. GNSS signals are also vulnerable to intentional or
unintentional jamming. High battery power consumption is yet another challenge.
There must be a better way to leverage location positioning for
the long-term integrity of your software and apps.

HERE Network Positioning API is a reliable location technology
that helps you to apply an additional layer of security.
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A new paradigm in
security verification

The always-on, power-saving API
The HERE Network Positioning API, part of the HERE Platform, provides global
positioning when a GPS signal is not always possible. It leverages a worldwide

database of Cell-IDs and Wi-Fi access points that a mobile client can use to obtain
a geographic position with a confidence radius. As the database gets continuously
updated through the extensive crowdsourcing effort of millions of devices
around the world, the HERE Positioning service is always leveraging the latest
changes in the wireless network infrastructure. The API supports a large variety
of device types, as long as some network or cellular connectivity is available.

Feature highlights
• Wi-Fi based positioning (3.6 billion Wi-Fi hotspots globally)
• Cell-ID based positioning (144 million cells)
• Neighbor cell-based positioning

• Supported Cell IDs: GSM, WCDMA, LTE, CDMA, TD-SCDMA
• Cell-ID horizontal accuracy

> Typically 500-1500 meters accuracy with single cell ID
> 300-700 meters accuracy with neighbor cell IDs

• Wi-Fi horizontal accuracy (typically 30-50 meters)
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Three ways location
services can help to
make your software
systems or applications
more secure
The next section outlines some use cases
demonstrating how the HERE Network
Positioning API can help to prevent fraud.
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Mobile payments

Prevent fraud by cross-checking GPS coordinates reported by devices with positioning
estimate calculated based on network radio measurements (Cell-ID and Wi-Fi).
1. Using bank app

Your banking
app

1

2

3

• Application passively logs location - uses low power mode
• User agrees to sharing data and location on app
• App can be turned on or turned off
2. Verification of location

Application verifies GPS, known Wi-Fi hotspots and
Cell-ID to ensure an accurate and trusted position.
Defeats:
• GPS spoofing
• GPS jamming
• Fake Wi-Fi hotspots
• OS location spoofing
Log in
email
password

3. User tries to log in

• Position validation with online HERE Positioning API
• Bank can cross-check GPS coordinates reported by
devices with positioning estimate calculated based
on network radio measurements (cell and Wi-Fi) - this
can be done on-device or on the bank’s backend
• Integrate HERE positioning library to customer’s app
4. Locations compared for fraud detection

• HERE positioning library does additional
on-device verifications, and is able to
run in power efficient offline mode
• Optional: Use raw GNSS measurements of the device
and HERE A-GNSS solution for an extra level of security
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Credit card purchases

Verify that a transaction is not fraudulent by comparing the customer’s current location
against that of the merchant; or the delivery address against card holder’s address.
1. Using bank app

Your banking
app

1

2

• Application passively logs location - uses low power mode
• User agrees to sharing data and location on app
• App can be turned on or turned off

3

GPS

2. Verification of location

e.g. using mobile SDK with HERE Positioning
• Highly accurate
• Works outdoors and indoors
• Works when app is offline
• Easy-to-use tools
• Data can be kept private/public
• Seamless integration w/ other HERE products and services
• Mobile SDKs for Business services
• SDKs for Android and iOS GPS
3. User swipes credit card

• Position validation with online HERE Positioning API
• Customer can cross-check GPS coordinates reported
by devices with positioning estimate calculated
based on network radio measurements (cell and WiFi) - this can be done on the customer’s backend
• Integrate HERE positioning library to customer’s app
4. Locations compared for fraud detection

• HERE positioning library does additional
on-device verifications and is able to run
in power-efficient offline mode
• Use raw GNSS measurements of the device and HERE
A-GNSS solution for an extra level of security
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Identity fraud

Ensure that the user logging into their account is actually the user. Location services helps
you determine the actual position of the phone used for the log-in, making sure it’s in a
whitelisted country, defeating VPN,GPS
external and OS-level spoofing of location to give you
complete peace of mind when it comes to validating where a user is logging in from.
1. Applications or Smart Device log location

Your banking
app

1

2

• Application passively logs location - uses low power mode
• User agrees to sharing data and location on app
• App can be turned on or turned off

3

2. Verification of location

Application verifies GPS, known Wi-Fi hotspots and Cell-ID to
ensure an accurate and trusted position. HERE Positioning
uses low bandwidth and is data roaming friendly
Defeats:
• GPS spoofing
• GPS jamming
• Fake Wi-Fi hotspots
• OS location spoofing
GPS

3. User tries to log in

• Position validation with online HERE Positioning API
• App can cross-check GPS coordinates reported by
devices with positioning estimate calculated based
on network radio measurements (cell and Wi-Fi) - this
can be done on-device or on the bank’s backend
4. Locations compared for fraud detection

• Optional: HERE positioning library does
additional on-device verifications and is able
to run in power-efficient offline mode
• Optional: Use raw GNSS measurements of the device
and HERE A-GNSS solution for an extra level of security
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Location positioning in action
How it works
Devices send anonymized Wi-Fi and Cell results, together with their GPS coordinates,
to the HERE Positioning servers. The coordinates are then combined with the data from
multiple devices to create a unified global representation of the radio environment.
That’s how a crowd-sourced HERE radio map is created, which can then be used for
positioning. A device without a GPS fix scans the Wi-Fi and cell radio environment
and sends the results to the HERE Positioning servers. Then the HERE Positioning
servers return the position. This system results in several clear advantages:
•

Precise positioning even in urban canyons, indoors and underground

•

Immediate position detection

•

Position detection without GPS

•

Accurate and global

•

Optimized for low power consumption

•

Platform-independent functionality

•

Cross-platform compatibility for use with any compatible connected device
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By implementing the HERE Network Positioning API, your company will:
Eliminate GPS Spoofing

Ensure an accurate and
trusted position by
leveraging an independent
positioning system.
Effectively eliminate GPS
spoofing, GPS jamming,
fake Wi-Fi Hotspots and
OS location spoofing

Remain Competitive

Implement additional
verifications for your
software by leveraging
location services that
are truly global, reliable
and independent.

Monitor real-time
authentications

Check on any user’s
location activity and
analyze their login
authentication in real time.

Network Positioning benefits

Enabled positioning without GNSS
Provides more device usage
insights and leads to improved
user experience

Improved accuracy
Works very well especially in urban
environments with a high density of Wi-Fi
Access Points and Cell Towers

Power-saving
An energy saving design of HERE
Network Positioning helps significantly

Offline mode
Network Positioning without a data
connection thanks to preinstalled or
downloaded radiomap data

Works globally
Global coverage and daily updates
combined with a worlwide database
of over 107M Cell IDs and 3B Wi-Fi
Access Point locations

Fully configurable
Tailored to your solution

in lowering the power footprint
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About HERE Technologies

HERE, the Open Location Platform company, enables people,
enterprises and cities to harness the power of location.

By making sense of the world through the lens of location we empower our customers
to achieve better outcomes – from helping a city manage its infrastructure or an
enterprise optimize its assets to guiding drivers to their destination safely.
To learn more about HERE, including our new generation of cloudbased location platform services, visit www.here.com
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